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Many characters used in Teuthonista phonetic transcription of dialectological material were accepted
for encoding on the basis of the documentation provided in N4081 “Revised proposal to encode
‘Teuthonista’ phonetic characters in the UCS”. Three of these characters were misidentified, and
should have their names and glyphs changed as the final technical ballot has not closed.
The characters in question are part of a set of x-like characters used to represent back fricatives of
various kinds. Seven of these characters are under ballot from U+AB53..U+AB59, and it is the first
three which we have identified as having been mis-identified and mis-named. The character names
and glyphs of those three characters were based on the assumption that they were derived from LATIN
LETTER SMALL X with modifications. In fact, this was an erroneous assumption.
Four other characters under ballot are correctly named. Giving x on its own for comparison, and
showing the additions in plain and italic type:
0078
AB56
AB57
AB58
AB59

x





x





LATIN SMALL LETTER X
LATIN SMALL LETTER X WITH LOW RIGHT RING
LATIN SMALL LETTER X WITH LONG LEFT LEG
LATIN SMALL LETTER X WITH LONG LEFT LEG AND LOW RIGHT RING
LATIN SMALL LETTER X WITH LONG LEFT LEG WITH SERIF

Comparison with a number of publications, such as those from König 1997:167 which uses TeuTEX
(see Figures 10 and 11), make it clear that the last three of these characters (, , ) were derived by
elongating one of the legs of an x. The three characters below, however, were not based on
“stretching an x”, but rather on a 19th-century latinization of the Greek letter chi:
AB53
AB54
AB55





LATIN SMALL LETTER STRETCHED X







LATIN SMALL LETTER STRETCHED X WITH LOW RIGHT RING

→ 03C7 χ greek small letter chi
LATIN SMALL LETTER STRETCHED X WITH LOW LEFT SERIF

Given the history of chi in phonetic transcriptions and the very history of the creation of these
particular symbols, we believe that the correct thing to do is to change the character names (which
are normative) and to modify the glyphs of these characters so that the following appear in the
standard:
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AB53
AB54
AB55





LATIN SMALL LETTER CHI







LATIN SMALL LETTER CHI WITH LOW RIGHT RING

→ 03C7 χ greek small letter chi
LATIN SMALL LETTER CHI WITH LOW LEFT SERIF

Now no one disagrees that at certain historical points in German linguistic and dialectological
science the ordinary Greek chi letter (χ) was used, because local printers had Greek sorts and they
simply used them. What is significant is the use to which they put them, and the fact that some
scholars chose not to use ordinary Greek letters, but rather Latin borrowings of Greek letters,
harmonized with the Latin fonts. (This was done explicitly by the founders of the International
Phonetic Alphabet many years later, but here we will concentrate on the Germanicist usage.)

Figure 1. Constantin-François de Volney was one of the first Continental Europeans to use chi in
phonetic transcription of [x] in Simplification des langues orientales (1795). It was taken from a
typical Greek font of the time. (Edward Lhuyd had used chi for [x] in his 1707 Archaeologia
Britannica but this may not have been known to de Volney and later students of linguistics.)
Karl Richard Lepsius borrowed some symbols from Volney, including chi, in Das allgemeine
linguistische Alphabet (1855) and in the second edition Standard Alphabet for Reducing Unwritten
Languages and Foreign Graphic Systems to a Uniform Orthography in European Letters (1863).

Figure 2. Lepsius had special Latin glyphs made for the capital and small letters chi, indicative of
the disunification. Lepsius uses  for the velar fricative [x] and ́ for the palatal fricative [ç].

Figure 3. Here is an example of Lepsius distinguishing GREEK CAPITAL CHI and LATIN CAPITAL CHI in
roman and italic type. The shape of the italic LATIN CAPITAL CHI is not used in Greek.
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Figure 4. Here is an example showing how Lepsius also distinguishes the three Latin letters f  θ
from the Greek letters ϕ χ ϑ:

Figure 5. The journals Zeitschrift für ägyptische Sprache und Altertumskunde and Abhandlungen
der Königlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften used glyphs made for Lepsius’ Standard alphabet, in
both upper-case and lower-case. Again his GREEK CHI and LATIN CHI differ.
Egyptologists adopted Lepsius’ system for transcribing Egyptian hieroglyphs, which used his LATIN
CHI from 1875 to 1889, but other journals which did not have Lepsius’ Latin sorts used Greek sorts
instead. Lepsius’ transcription system is still used today by Egyptologists and although  has been
replaced by ḫ; aru and Amuntutan above would now be written H
̮ aru and Amuntutanḫ.

Figure 6. Example of Lepsius’ LATIN CAPITAL LETTER CHI and LATIN SMALL LETTER CHI in transcription
of ancient Egyptian.
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Figure 7. Example from Lepsius 1863:245 showing LATIN CAPITAL
LETTER CHI in his Standard Orthography transcription of Arabic.

LETTER CHI

and

LATIN SMALL

Figure 8. Example from Lepsius 1863:245 showing LATIN CAPITAL
LETTER CHI in his Standard Orthography transcription of Manchu.

LETTER CHI

and

LATIN SMALL

Figure 9. In 1912 Ernst Tappolet used GREEK CHI and LATIN X in Die alemannischen Lehnwörter in
den Mundarten der französischen Schweiz (1913) Tappolet uses x for [x] and  for [ç]. This is the
typical Teuthonista usage, where the chi is used for the palatal consonant.
In the 1970s, Werner König devised additional symbols (, , , , , ) derived from both LATIN CHI
and LATIN X, based on the original usage of these for [ç] and [x] respectively in Teuthonista
transcription. In the 1980s Bernhard Kelle added them to TeuTEX using what was available. Many
linguistic atlas projects have been using TeuTEX since that time, including Sprachatlas von
Bayerisch-Schwaben (SBS), Sprachatlas von Oberbayern (SOB), and Sprachatlas von
Niederbayern (SNiB).

Figure 10. Example from König 1997:164 (SBS) showing LATIN CHI, LATIN X, LATIN X WITH LONG
LEFT LEG AND SERIF, LATIN X WITH LONG LEFT LEG, and LATIN CHI WITH LONG LEFT LEG AND SERIF. The
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description says that ’ is used for an extremely palatal fricative, ” for a pre-palatal (voiceless)
fricative, x’ for a fricative whose place of articulation is shifted toward the palate (identical with ),
 for a fricative between  and x, and  for a fricative between  and .

Figure 11. Example from König 1997:167 (SBS) showing LATIN CHI (weak palatal fricative), LATIN
CHI WITH LOW RIGHT RING (strong palatal fricative), LATIN X WITH LONG LEFT LEG (weak palato-velar
fricative), LATIN X WITH LONG LEFT LEG AND LOW RIGHT RING (strong palato-velar fricative), LATIN X,
(weak velar fricative) and LATIN X WITH LOW RIGHT RING (strong velar fricative), that is, , , , , x,
and . Note that the distinctiveness of LATIN CHI as compared with LATIN X is shown clearly by the
end-to-end distance of the upper arms: From tip to tip the distance is 2.5mm for , but only 2mm for
x (at this point size).

Figure 12. In a Teuthonista context, here is a LATIN CHI similar to the one used by the International
Phonetic Association. From Hans Frank, Cornelia Oelwein and Robert Schuh, 2002, SulzbachRosenberg: ehemaliger Landkreis Sulzbach-Rosenberg.
International Phonetic Association uses x for [x], but  does not have the Teuthonista usage of the
palatal fricative [ç], but rather that of the uvular fricative [].

Figure 13. Text from a 1934 edition of Le Maître Phonétique distinguishing [] from [x]. Note the
Latin shape of the former in this description of Greenlandic phonology.
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Figure 14. From the 1949 IPA chart, showing LATIN CHI.
The original design of the IPA explicitly disunified Greek and Latin letters:

Figure 15. Text from the 1949 IPA Handbook describing the disunification of Greek and Latin type
for IPA usage.
This intended disunification continued for decades before the digital age:

Figure 16. Text from David Abercrombie’s 1967 Elements of General Phonetics describing the
disunification of Greek and Latin type for IPA usage.
As can be seen in Figures 14, 15, and 16, LATIN LETTER CHI was explicitly disunified from Greek by
the devisers of the IPA.
However, at present, the recommendations of the International Phonetic Association are to accept the
long-standing unification and to use the Greek letter [χ] for the uvular fricative. It may be the case
that the Association decides to affirm the use of the Greek letter in their recommendations for the
future. Nevertheless, the character LATIN SMALL LETTER STRETCHED X has been accepted for encoding
in the Universal Character Set for the Teuthonista usage, and since in Teuthonista usage LATIN SMALL
LETTER CHI and its derivatives are distinct from LATIN SMALL LETTER X and its derivatives, the Irish
National Body requests that the correct name of the characters be applied.
Even if the name were not changed, the identity of these three characters will still require a choice
on the part of the International Phonetic Association. That will happen one way or another. Naming
the three characters in question CHI will not force the Association to change their recommendation:
that will be done (or not) on the basis of consideration of all the ramifications. But naming the
characters CHI will correctly identify them vis à vis their history; the designation “STRETCHED X” is a
misnomer.
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Here is a comparison between LATIN X, GREEK CHI, and LATIN CHI:

Xx~~
Xx~~

And finally, to summarize, the change requested is from:
AB53
AB54
AB55

















LATIN SMALL LETTER STRETCHED X
LATIN SMALL LETTER STRETCHED X WITH LOW RIGHT RING
LATIN SMALL LETTER STRETCHED X WITH LOW LEFT SERIF

to:
AB53
AB54
AB55

LATIN SMALL LETTER CHI
LATIN SMALL LETTER CHI WITH LOW RIGHT RING
LATIN SMALL LETTER CHI WITH LOW LEFT SERIF

From this set of glyphs:

to this set of glyphs:

–
–
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